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Abstract
Magneto-optical imaging is a poweriil tool for nondestructive quality control and scientific

research through visualization of magnetic fields around any magnetic flux or current carrying sample. It
allows real time observations of domain structures and their tmnsformations in magnetics, static and
dynamic field patterns due to inhomogeneous currents in electric circuits and superconductors, and nweals
distortions of the fields due to defects. In addition to qualitative pictures showing dit%erentdetails in the
intensities of the magneto-optical images, one can obtain quantitative maps of field distributions and
retrieve values of the underlying currents or magnetization variations. In this review we discuss the
advantages of magneto-optics for studies of superconductors, show its place among other techniques, and
report recent results in magneto-optical investigations of high temperature superconductors (HTS).

Introduction
Although speaking about superconductors one usually assumes their ability to pass electric

currents without resistance, i.e. without dissipation, their fundamental and generic property is expelling
magnetic fields when cooled below the superconducting transition temperature, the Meissner effi This
implies that not electric but magnetic properties are primary for superconductors. However, since divB=O
there are no other sources of magnetic effi in superconductors except specific current distributions. At
fields too large to be screened by available Meissner currents, the magnetic flux enters the samples, forming
a mixed state consisting of domains of normal and superconducting phases. In most experiments and in the
majority of practical applications we deal with this intermediate state. Its structure and properties determine
the magnetic response of superconductors.

The structure of the intermediate state [1] is determined by the surface energy o of the boundary
bemveen normal and superconducting phases. This energy is proportional to the diflermce between the
coherencz length ~ and the magnetic penetration depth k: o <~-l.) (e.g. [2]). In type I superconductors
&’k, so 6 is positive, and normal and superconducting phases form macroscopic domains, the geometry cf
which is determined by the sample dimensions and external fields [2]. In type H materials ~<k and o is
negative, then the surface between phases tends to be as large as possible and the flux breaks into minimum
possible portions- magnetic vortices each carrying the flux quantum cDO.These vortices, the local density cf
which represents the magnetic induction B in the sample, can interact with each other, the crystal lattice,
and defects and form a rich variety of differently ordered vortex phases. The modem H-T phase diagram d
the vortex matter considers at least four different vortex states: hexagonal flux line lattice (FLL), square
FLL, vortex line glass, and vortex line liquid. In layered materials additional phases are expected due to
decoupling between the superconducting layers resulting in the decay of vortex lines into vortex pancakes
localized in the layers: pancakes can form a 2D glass and liquid. Additional complication appears in the
presence of transport cuments, which move vortices and result in a dynamic phase diagram. Comprehensive
studies of the latter have been started only recently.

Especially important for the understanding the operation of type 11superconductors is clari&ng the
role of defwts in controlling the magnetic and transport characteristics. Defects can deteriorate the local
basic superconducting parameters and either form weak lin@ or generate pinning sites for vortices. Weak
links decrease the current carrying ability of superconductors and produce Josephson effects associated with
the specific distribution and dynamics of the flux in the weak link channels. Pinning centers impede the
motion of vortices under strong field gradients and increase the critical current density. Generation of the
most efficient pinning centers is one of the main problems for the technology of any superconducting
device.

From the above brief enumeration of effects associated with features of the magnetic flux structure it
is clear that its study is crucial for solving the most important problems of fundamental physics and
technical applications of superconductors. That is why already more than 50 years of effofi were devoted to
the development of experimental techniques and studies of flux distributions in various superconducting
samples. This task acquired especial importance atter the discove~ of high-Tc materials which promise a
real revolution in superconducting technology.

Present tectilques for studying magnetic flux structures in superconductors take advantages d
recent progress in microelectronics and achievements in data acquisition and processing. However, many d



them are based on the ideas developed in the very begiming of studies of low-Tc materials. They can be
divided into three groups according to the scale of their spatial resolution. First are traditional
measurements of magnetization, susceptibility, torque, and macroscopic transport properties, which xeflect
the average magnetic state of the whole sample. In the other limit are technologies enabling resolution cf
individual vortices. These include electron microscopy, decoration and some local probe techniques
(Scanning tumeling microscopy and Magnetic fom microscopy). Neutron diffiactiom although obtained
from samples as a whole, ean also provide microscopic details of the period and symmeby of the flux line
lattice. Finally, an intermediate resolution is covered by the magneto-optical technique. The latter gives a
picture of flux density distributions which maps current patterns represented by field gradents in tie
samples. In principle, similar information but with much more effort and usually worse spatial resolution
ean be obtained by Hall probe and SQUID microscopes. However, in some cases at small fields their
resolution can be improved to view single vortices. Below, we briefly discuss the histo~ and advantages cf
flux visualization techniques, providing more details on the magneto-optical imaging which shows itself as
a simple but powerful tool in quality test and fundamental and applied real time studies of superconductors.
Earlier reviews of studies of the magnetic flux structure in superconductors can be found in [3] and [4].

Techniques for Studying Magnetic Structures.

Local probe techniques

The fmt sueeessfid attempts at revealing magnetic structures in type I superconductors wem
achieved by an early local probe technique. Using 5x10x300 ~m Bi wires with large magnetoresistance
Meshkovski and Shalnikov [5] observed field variations in the gap of a cut tin sphere. For the fast
application of Hall probes for the same purposes one can be refereed to [6]. The Hall probe technique
became very popular in the march of HTS. High sensitivity miniature Hall amays based on the 2D
electron gas (e.g. [7] and [8]) and scanning probes (e.g. [9]) = widely used fm studying field gradients in
single crystals (e.g. [10, 11]) and bulk high-Tc samples (e.g.[ 12]). The best achieved resolution of a
scanning Hall probe microscope is now -0.3 ~m which allowed to visualize even separate vortices in
(LaSr)CuO~ films [13] and BSCCO crystals [250].

Worse resolution (-10 ~) but higher field sensitivity is obtained by the SQUID microscope.
Using advantages of high sensitivity and pickup coils of -10 jun size it was possible to resolve individual
vortices in low-Tc (Nb: [14]) and high-Tc (YBCO: [15]) thin film superconducting structures at small
fields.

The scanning tunneling microscope sensitive to local tunneling currents at the surke d
superconductors, as was shown in [16] on NbSez crystals, can also give images of vortices due to the
differentcurrentvoltage response of the normal vortex cores and the surrounding superconductor. Later,
similar experiments were petio~ed in [17]. In high-Tc crystals, STM observations of vortices were ilrst
fulfilled in [18]. Vortices were visualized in YBCO at 4.2K but were not seen in BSCCO crystals due to
difficulties discussed in [18]. Recently, STM imaging revealed the square flux line lattice in LuNizBzC
correlated with the anisotropy of HCZof the material [19]. An attractive f- of the STM (as vortex ems
are resolved) is its potential to work up to fields of several Tesla. Typically the studied area is confined
within 2x2 pm2 and it takes -1 hour to obtain the image [20]. However recently Kes et rd. (this meeting)
showed a much faster operation of the STM.

Another scanning local probe technique applied for studying flux distributions in superconductors
is the magnetic force microscopy. This technique is identical to atomic force microscopy but uses sensing
tips with ferromagnetic coatings which are attracted to flux canying regions. In first attempts [21] only
bundles of vortices could be observed by a tunneling-stabilized MFM. But later [22] positions of separate
vortices in a YBCO film cooled to 77K in fields ~ Oe were revealed. The resolution of the MFM was
-100 nm but images of vortices had -1 pm dimensions.

Decoration techniques

The fmt decoration of magnetic structures was made by Shawlow et al. [23] with
superconducting +50 w Nb particles which were spread on a type I tin disk and repelled ,fiom flux
carrying normal domains. Also a kind of decoration was fulfilled in a witty experiment by Senn [24] who
imprinted normal domains directly on magnetic recording tape.

Decoration by ferromagnetic powders (known iiom studies of ferromagnetic domain structures
as the Bitter technique) allowed Balashova and Sharvin [25] to get the first high resolution pictures cf
domains in a type I superconductor. The authors sprinkled 1pm Ni powders on the surt%eeof a tin sphere
and observed normal phase domains attracting the magnetic particles.



The fmt direct observations of vortices in type 11superconductors with a resolution -500 A were
introduced by Essmann and Trauble [26] after deposition of small Co particles on the end surfbs of Pb-In
rods. Decoration patterns were then stripped with a carbon replica and inspected in a transmission electron
microscope. A similar technique but with direct scanningelectronmicroscope imaging of sample sur&ces
after decoration was used for studies ofHigh-Tc materials after first observations in [27-29].

Electron microsco~

Transmission and scanning electron microscopy indifferent modification has been widely used h
studying domain stmctures in magnetic materials (for review see e.g. [30]). Observations of magnetic
inhomogeneities are based on the deflection (and difhaction) of the electron beam by magnetic fields (as in
the case of defamed or Lorentz mode) or on the interference of electrons the phase of which is changing
with field [31,32]. The interference techniques became a practical tool after introduction of bright electron
sources (field emission guns). These permitted to obtain nice holographic domain pictures in magnetics
[33] and later holographic images of the fields above single vortices in superconducting Pb films [34].
The first observation of changes in electron interference patterns due to vortices was achieved by Boersch et
al. [35] in superconducting Pb and Pb-In films. Later the dwct holographic pictures of vortices wem
obtained in Nb foils in [36]. But the most essential success was achieved in [37] where Lorentz microscopy
was used for d~ct dynamic observations of vortices fmt in Nb and then in BSCCO foils [38].

Neutron dij%action

Ditlkwtionof slowneutronsby periodic magnetic inhomogeneities is used fw observations of the
FLL in superconductors since frost experiments by Cribier et al. [39] on bulk Nb cylinders. This technique
known also as Small Angle Neutron Scattering was successfidly applied for revealing the ditfimmt
symmetries of flux lattices in low-Tc samples (e.g. [40-43], and more recently [44-46] et al.). In high-Tc
materials SANS was fmt applied to reveal the FLL in YBCO crystals [47] and then to observe disordering
and melting of the FLL in BSCCO [48].

Among these techniques which reveal FLL changes, we can also mention measurements of the
muon-spin resonance. The resonance hquency is proportional to the local magnetic field. ‘Ilerefore the
shape of the @R line (intensity of the signal versus frequency) directly corresponds to the field distribution
in the material. This is used for measurements of the magnetic penetration depth [49] and detection cf
changes in the vortex ordering. For recent applications of vSR for HTS see e.g. [50,5 1].

MO imaging

The idea of magneto-optical observations of magnetic field patterns is based on the ability of some
transparent media to rotate the plane of polarization of light in the presence of magnetic fields parallel to the
light beam. This rotation cx~,proportional to the thickness 4 of the magneto-active material and the field

value H, was discovered -150 years ago by Faraday [52] in sugar solutions and was named the Faraday
effect. The coet?icient of proportionality between the Faraday angle @ and 4 and H is known as the Verdet

constant kv. Its value is the crucial parameter of magneto-optical materials. Another important chamcteristic
is the light absorption index, which determines the upper limit of the affordablethickness of a magneto-
optical indicator and thus its maximum sensitivity. In cases when the spatial resolution is crucial, the
thickness is chosen as small as possible and absorption is not so critical. However, generally one has to
find a compromise between resolution (which improves with decreasing 4) and sensitivity (which is

proportional to 1).

The first MO observation of the intermediate state in type I superconductors was done by Alers
[53] using a solution of cerous nitrate in glycerol. A 3 mm thick layer of this paramagnetic mixture poured
on the Pb disk was not the most sensitive (kv -0.005 °/mm”Oe) and high resolution indicator but it was the
demonstration of a powerfid new technique for studying superconductors. In subsequent works by DeSorbo
and collaborators and other researchers (for a review see [3]) the resolution was already improved by one
order (to 0.25 mm) and many important observations concerning the structure of penetrating and trapped
flux in type I and Type 11materials were made. Some of these results (effect of sample shape, branching and
ballooning of penetrating flux due to defects, influence of scmtches) were undeservedly forgotten and
reinvented again recently in high-Tc superconductors. We will ~fw to them in the following paragraphs.
Note that one of the frst MO observations in HTS [54] was done using the same Cc-glass indicators as in
the pioneering work [53].



Important improvements of the resolution wem achieved by Kirchner [55] using fihns &
ferromagnetic europium chalcogenides (EuS and EuSe) diluted by pammagnetic EuFz, whose Vedet
constant at helium temperatures was more than two orders of magnitude larger than that fm Cc-glasses.
Thin (4 -1000 ~) films of these materials sputtered directly on the surface of superconducting samples wae

pretty sensitive and provided the maximum optical resolution (limited by half of the light wavelength
(A/2> l). Later, the sensitivity was optimized by selecting the appropriate MO layer thickness and using

an antireflective coating [56]. Ten years later this technique was applied for observations in type II materials
[57].

The next improvement of the MO technique was made by Huebener, Kampwirth, and Rowe at
ANL [58,59]. Instead of depositing MO layers on sample surfaces they suggested to make EuWEUF2 films
on glass substrates covered with a thin aluminum mirror. Such indicators could be used many times fir
dif&ent samples with flat &es and provided a resolution -lpm. They were applied for studying the
transition tlom the intermediate state to the vortex state while decreasing the thickness of lead films. This
technique proved to be very usefil fw imaging in low-Tc materials. Unfortunately, at temperatures above
that of liquid He the magneto-optical sensitivity of chalcogenides drastically drops.

The interest in studies of the flux structures considerably increased afler the discovery of high-Tc
superconductors. By that time the most advanced magneto-optical indicators wem Bi-substituted iron
garnet films (on nonmagnetic gadolinium gallium garnet substmtes with maximum specific Famday angles

)of up to -3.103 ‘/mm [60] (the corresponding Verdet constant -10 /mm.Oe four orders of magnitude larger
than in Cc-glasses). These materials were developed as a separate technological branch of epitaxial garnet
films for bubble domain memories [61]. In such ferromagneticfilms the easy magnetization axis is normal
to their plane. Therefore they have labyrinth domains magnetized up and down, which could be observed as
dark and bright strips in a polarizing microscope. The local ratio of widths of domains magnetized up and
down measures the local field. Thk property of garnet fihns with normal anisotropy was used by the group
from ISSP to make the tit MO observation of flux penetration and trapping in HTS [62]. Then similar
observations at He-temperatums were performed using the Eu chalcogenide technique [63]. Later, several
groups [63-66] used garnet indicators in MO studies of melt-processed samples, crystals and films of HTS.

Films with perpendicular anisotropy allowed also to carry out ac measurements using the MO
technique. It was suggested to measure vibrations of the labyrinth domain walls in different regions above a
superconductor. The amplitude of these vibrations is proportional to the local field amplitude and can be
detected optically using a photomultipier and a lock-in amplifier. This technique is very sensitive fix
revealing inhomogeneities in the samples [67].

New opportunities arose after appearance of garnet tihns with in-plane anisotropy and high
magneto-optical quali~ (-3.103 ‘/mm in saturation). The magnetic vector in these films lies parallel to the
film plane but can be inclined by perpendicular fields. This results in a Faraday rotation connected to the
field value through the magnetization curve of the film (see Fig. la). Fihns of diffkrent thickness (usually
from 2 to 5 ~m) and with different saturation fields HW_(fiom -300 to -2000 G) can be grown. The latter
determines their working range and the sensitivity at low fields (which is huger for smaller H=,). Note that
the MO resolution can be less tlum the film thickness if the imaged field gradients are strong enough. For
example -0.37 ~m magnetic recording marks were imaged using 2 pm thick films [68].

Fig. l(a) Magnetization M“ and Faraday rotation csFofan iron-garnet film in perpendicular field. (’b) Scheme
of the polarization rotation of transmitted (PJ and reflected (I%)light.

The fmt applications of in-plane films for studies of HTSC [69, 70] showed their advantage over
other MO indicators due to their high sensitivity and wide working temperature range (0-570K).



Further development of the technique was achieved at ANL when the sensitivity and quantitative
treatment of observations using in-plane garnet films was improved through the use of a digital camem and
an image processing system. This allowed for the fmt time to reveal directly transport current distributions
in BSCCO superconducting tapes [71].

Scheme and &tails of the MO imaging;
Retrieving currents fiomjkr distributions

In general, when placed on any object carrying an inhomogeneous magnetic flux (magnetic reco~
ferromagnetic or superconducting sample, or a microcircuit with cument), the in-plane magneto-optical film
will image distributions of the normal component of induction. Observations based on the Faradayeffkct m
conducted in a geometry where the magneto-optic media is arranged in a light path between two polarizm.
The first polarizer creates linearly polarized light and the second one analyzes changes of the polarization
due to fields in the sample. When fields on the sample stiaces are irnage~ the MO indicator is placed on a
chosen t%x and the light passes through the film and dkcts from a mirror on its bottom surl%ce, thus
doubling the Fara&y angle (Fig.lb). The analyzer transmits only the polarization component parallel to its
own polarization axis. This component will depend on the local Faraday angle, which is in turn
determined by the local normal field B. on the surthce of the sample. The local intensity of light in the
image plane above the analyzer can be described as I(x,y)=I@n2(cx~x,y) -ao+z/2). HeR a.o is the angle
between polarization axes of polarizer and analyzer, IOis the intensity of light passing through the analyzer
at cso= ~F =0 which is proportional to the intensity of the illuminating beam, and@ (X,y)= I@ 4 .Bm(x,y).

Thus, the intensity of the MO image maps the field distribution B~(x,y). If the polarizers m crossed (CXO
=7c/2),both positive and negative Bnon the surfke will be presented by the same intensity. However, by
turning the analyzer one can make the positive component brighter and the negative darker and then invert
intensities by turning the analyzer in the opposite direction. This is a useful trick fbr analyzing field
patterns. In the general case, exact values and directions of B. are obtained from the local image intensities
using calibration curves I(H.) measured without a sample at a chosen uncrossing angle ao. Computer
image processing allows the transformation of the MO pictures into direct 2D field images B@Ly).

In the case of flat current-carrying samples, when one can neglect changes of the current across the
thickness of the sample, maps of the 2D current distributions can be obtained tkom Bn(x,y) numerically
using an inversion scheme. It is discussed for general 2D current distributions in [72] and ibr
superconductors in [73-77]. Briefly, one has to retrieve the current J(r) from the integral Biot-Savart law:

B.(=)=HO +A J(r’)x(r–r’)d3r\
4X J lr-r’~

Here He is a homogeneous external field. A 2D current flowing perpendicular to the z-axis can be
presented as J=VXM with vector M along the z-axis and lMl=M(x,y) so that J=(Jx(x,y), Jv(x,y))=(dM/dy,
-dM/dx). For the z-component of induction which is usually measured by magneto-optics one has:

p. [(dM(x’,y’ )/dy’)(y - y’)+ (dA4(x’,y’)/ d.T’)(x-i )l&\dy\dz\
B;(x,y,z)– HO =x~

I(x-x’)’+(y-y’)’ +(z-z’)’l’”

which after integration by parts gives:

‘0 it!f(x’ , y’ )[
2R2 -3((X ‘X’)2 +(y-y’)2)]&\dyt&

BZ-B;(x,y, z)- Ho=~~ Rs

3(Z– Z’)2 - l?2)1&\dy\dz\% &f(x’ ,y’ )[ ~,~—
47t ~

(1)

with R2= [(x-x’)Z+(y-y’)2 +(z-z’)2]. Note that the term in the square brackets in (1) is the dipole field and
we have an integral field of dipoles distributed in the sample with the density M(x’,y’).

The sample area can be divided into a reasonable number of pixels of dimensions A,xAY. Taking
an average M in each of them, the integral can be reduced to a 2D sum over all pixels with coefficients
given by integrals of the dipole timction across the pixel area. Each integral is an analytical fiction



..
where Rl=( x’=u-AW, y’=v-A42, z’= z-d) and R2=( x’=u+&/2, y’=v+~, z’= z+d) are the limits of
integration for the pixel centered at (u,v); 2d is the thickness of the sample and z is the position of the
indicator (measuring Bz) above the midpkme of the sample. Then Bz(Ly,z)=~,M(u,v)Q(x,y,Lu,v) and
M(x,y) determining Ji(x,y) can be found by numerical inversion of the matrix Q: M(x,y)= ~, Bz(u,v,z) .
~’(u,v, zx,y). Different authors use different recipes to optimize and speed up this procedure (see above
references).

Another approach to the problem is to use the Fourier transform. Since Bz(rP jM(r’)q(r-r’)dr’ is a
convolution, its Fourier transform reduces (1) to bz(kXky,z)==(kx,ky)q(kx,ky,z) and M is obtained by the
inverse transform of m(kx,ky)= t@x,ky,z)/q(kx,kY, z). The Fourier transform of q(r) is given by
(l/2n)~exp(ikxx+ikYx)[3z2-R2]/R5dxdy=k.exp(-klzl) resulting in bz(kx,kY,z) = (jlo/2).m(kx,ky).~k.exp(-
klzl).d~ [72]. Here k=(kx2+ky2)*nand integration is across the thickness of the sample. Thus

rn(kx ,ky) = ;bz(kx,ky,z)”
wW4d)

exp(kd) - exp(-kd)
.

From the inversion A4(x,y) = #exp(ikXx + ik,y) -m(kx,ky). dkxdk,

one obtains the current distribution (JfidM/dy, J~dM/dx). Numerical procedures for direct Bz+ bz (from
measured fields) and then inverse m+ M transforms also use division of the field map into pixels like in
the previous case.

Note that to obtain satisfactory accuracy of the current distributions in any inversion scheme, the
field should be measured on an area noticeably larger than the sample dimensions but pixels still should be
small. We emphasize again that inversion schemes work only for 2D current distributions. Therefore, in
many situations it seems more practical to design current models qualitatively corresponding to the
observed flux patterns and to calculate fields using the Biot-Savart law. Fitting of measured and calculated
fields allows to retrieve current distributions. Below we present some important results obtained in high-Tc
films, single crystals and bulk samples where such an approach proved to be relevant.

Effects of Shape
(a) Thin samples inperpendicular fielh

Usually the magnetic behavior of type-II superconductors is treated within the Bean critical state
model [78] developed for plates (or cylinders) infinite in the field direction. In this case, fields below the
lower critical field I& are totally screened by Meissner currents flowing in the 2.-thick surface layer. At H>
J& flux enters the sample with a gradient determined by the bulk pinning or the critical cument Jc. If JC=O
(no pinning) there will be a surface step of the induction, AMz<l- k)*HCl(k <1), due to the magnetization
current, and constant field B = H-AM2 inside a plate (Fig.2

(a) zero pinning
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Fig.2 (a-b) Field B(X) and current J(X) distributions in a superconducting plate in the parallel field
(B&n’s model). (c) Equilibrium B(H) cu~e.



contributions to AM2 due to the Bean-Livingston banier (attraction of vortices to a fke _ [79]) and
possibly surface piming which will be discussed later. For J#O there will be a surface step followed by fie
pinning determined induction gradient (dB/dx-Jc) as shown in Fig.2b. Actually, only Wdx is determined
by the transport current Jc, dB/dx will depend on both Jc and dB/dH (for details see Ulhnaier [223]). But
for fields well above H, when dB/dH-1, this picture is comect. At the boundary between theflux-ike centml
zone (collapsing at a large enough field) and penetrating vortex phase, there will be a step of induction
AM1-k*H.1 as shown in Fig.2b. The step AMI is also - A.-wideand is aIso due to magnetization c~nts,
as described by the equilibrium B(H) curve [80] (Fig.2c) for a pinning tke superconductor. The
corresponding current distributions are shown in the lower panels in Fig. 2a-b.

Practically all high-Tc single crystals have the shape of thin plates with the c-axis normal to Iarge
ah-faces and they are usually studied in the field H,xtll c. Such a perpendicular geomety yields noticeable
changes in the field and current distributions compared to the case of plates in parallel fields. This was
confirmed in a series of experimental and theoretical works. Also it was shown that comem and edge
irregularities change strongly the field patterns in the Perpendicular geometry. Similar effects are relevant h
normally magnetized superconducting films.

The simplest model of the perpendicular geometry is an infinitely long strip in normal field. For
the case of a thin fihn strip, the solution was foundin[81,82]. Physically, their results were close to earlier
calculations [83- 85] of the transport current dkributions in thin superconducting strips. In both cases, the
currents are concentrated at the edges and decrease towards the center in such a way that their integral self-
field tends to compensate the field inside the strip. Recently, above results we~ Ikther developed by
Brandt et al. [73, 86-92], Zeldov et al. [93], and Clem et al. [94-961. It was shown that the Meissner
current JMscreening the external field Hll z is distributed as 2Hx/d(b2-x )in, where X=Oin the middle of the
strip, b is its half-width, and d is the stripe thickness. This solution transforms into a nondivergentcurrent
distribution JY=Hb[l-(x-b)ln(8&fflx-b))/2nb]/\16x&b)2 at distances x-kA.2/d from the edges [82].
SOYgenerally the current increases as -x/(b2-x2)1 while approaching the edges but is limited to a finite
value within k. This current distribution screens the field inside the film

r
.=0 for Ix I<b) and produces a

strong concentration of the field at the edges which decreases as HZIx /d(b*-x*) ‘n outside the sample
( Ix I>b). With increasing field the screening current nxwhes the value of Jc near the edges. Then vortices
enter the sample and form a Jc-carrying band of width 6 along the edges of the strip. 6 depends nonlinearly
on H (6=b(l-1/ch(nH/Jc)) and expands towards the center as H increases. In the squeezed middle part, the
Meissner state is preserved due to rearrangement of inhomogeneous screening currents as shown in Fig.3 a.

Magnetization

L“2J. ~*inW/,:’,,.:--”7”3<.:..- 06m

(a) Xlw xiw

Demagnetization

it

Fig.3 Field and current distributions in a plate in the parallel field (top panels) and in a film strip in
the perpendicular field (bottom panels) tlom [93].

On decreasing the field by -AH, the currents invert their signs fmt at the edges where they acquire the value
of-J. (i.e. change by AJ=-2J,) while inside the strip they redistribute to screen the change of both external
field and the field due to the edge current inversion. Formal results are obtained by taking the current
distribution at H and extracting the known solution for currents induced by the external field -AH but with
the maximum current AJ instead of Jc (Fig.3b). Appropriate field distributions obtained through the Biot-
Savart relation (right bottom panel in Fig.3b) show that the flux exits near the sample edges and is
conserved in the inner pa@ as in the regular Bean model. However the profile in reduced field is not linear
(unlike in the parallel geometry) and in the remnant state B. at the edges is not zero but negative. When J.
flows in the whole sample (total critical state) its self-field B, changes sign at a distance of-4.3 of the half
width b from the edge of the strip. The maximum trapped field should be proportional to the thickness d &
the strip Hm- Jcd rather than to its width b. Also the gradient dBJdx in the flat part of the profile (around



r
-b/2 in the total critical state) will be - J.#b and not J. as is in the parallel geometry. This %ct is usefid
for estimation of J. from Bz.profiles. However the best current estimates as was shown in [97] are obtained
by numerical fitting of measured profiles with model current distributions. Numerical methods wete also
used in [96, 98, 99] to reveal the effect of the field dependence of the critical current on the profiles of J(x)
and B(x).

Mikheenko and Kuzovlev [100] found an analytical solution for currents and fields in
superconducting disks in the normal fiel~ which was then developed in [101]. Earlier, the perpendicular
magnetization of superconducting disks (of a thickness d and radius R) was treated numerically in [97, 102.
104]. Qualitatively these solutions show the same features as those fm strips (but are expressed in elliptic
fictions that are intrinsic fw circular symmetries). In the Meissner state screening currents flow in the
entire disk. They change flom zero in the middle to maximum at the edges where a ring of JC appears at
larger fields and squeezes to the center. In the full critical state, the maximum trapped field is also H.- Jcd
(not -JCR), dB~dr - Jcd/R (at -R/2), and at remnance BZ=Oat -0.15 R from the edge of a && &(R)<().

Dynamical solutions (suggesting motion of the magnetic flux during the magnetization) fbr strips
and disks in normal fields were obtained in [86,88, 94,105-107]. These solutions are more close to the real
experimental situation (especially for HTS where thermally assisted flux dtiion is strong) because they
describe evolution of the currents and flux profiles in external fields. The motion of vortices (flux flow and
creep) always produces relaxation of currents in the superconductors unliie in the ideal critical state model.
In the perpendicular geometry, this problem is nonlinear (for creep) and nonlocal (local changes of cunents
are connected with their changes in the whole sample through an integral equation). Fortunately, as was
shown by Gurevich et al. [106,108-110] and Brandt [111], atler some transient time t there exists a
universality of evolution of the electric field E(r,t) induced in a superconductor by flux motion. For
sufficiently nonlinear E@) this allows for the separation of space and time variables and solution of the fmn
E(r,t)- (tti~’ .~r). Hem f(r) is determined only by the shape of the sample and field dwection. E.g. for a
strip of width b in the perpendicular field ~r) = (l+x/b)ln(l+x/b) - (1-xh)ln(l-ti) - 2(x/b)lnlxlbl [106].
By inverting the current-voltage characteristic E(J) of the superconductor, one gets J(r) and can calculate
field distributions using the Biot-Savart law. Usually this is made numerically. One can find useful nxipes
in papers by Brandt [89,90,111,112] who considered strips, disks and rectangular films, and extended the
theory to long bars of arbhmry cross section in fields perpendicular to their length. Results fw strips and
disks show that flux creep smoothes the shmper features of the static flux distributions (where Jc=const),
but qualitatively they remain the same.

The features of the flux patterns in the perpendicular geome~ were revealed already in the first
magneto-optical experiments of DeSorbo et al. (see a comprehensive study [113] and review [3]). Note that
for both type-I (where the field forms the intermediate state of flux canying macroscopic domains) and tbr
type-II superconductors (where the mixed state of magnetic vortices is formed) the average (on the scale
larger than the domain width in type-I and larger than Z in type-II) flux distributions are the same. It was
shown that in accordance with the above scenario in films and plates, the perpendicular field is first
concentrated near the edges and then enters and spreads to the center, forming patterns which depend on the
sample shape (circle, rectangular etc.). This will be discussed in more details latter.

The f~t drect measurements of induction profiles in disks of Nb-Ti/Cu composite were @ormed
by Frankel [97] using the scarming Hall probe technique. He also calculated current distributions J(r)
(accounting for its field dependence J-(BO+B(r))-’) by iterative numerical fitting of measured B.(r) profiles
using the Biot-Savart law. The results are qualitatively similar to those shown in Fig.3a.

In high-Tc crystals and films ftxitwes of magnetic flux patterns were extensively studied recently
by magneto-optical and Hall probe techniques. Magneto-optical experiments in the perpendicular geometry
are discussed in a series of works [70,114-127]. Results of Hall probe studies are presented in [10,76, 128].

Measured flux profiles revealed concentmtion of the field at the sample edges, sharp gradients d
dBz/dx near the edges and in the center, and reversal of the remnant field near the edge. Profiles were in a
good correspondence with the theory for plates in perpendicular fields although in many cases the edge field
was less than that corresponding to a constant value of the critical current. Fig.4 illustrates protlles
measured in YBCO film stripes and their fits using piecewise-linear approximations (Fig.4a) and exact
(Fig.4 b,c) formulas from [93]. Experimental profiles show less sharp cusps at the edges, which can be due
to a field suppression of JCin studied films.

Using garnet films with the in-plane anisotropy it was possible to measure not only normal
induction component, Bz, but also variations of the in-plane component, Bx, (Fig.4a) at the surfkce of the
films [126]. In this case a tendency of magnetic domain walls in the indicator film to locate on the lines cf
maximum gradient of the in-plane field was used to measure Bx. At remnance the field BX on the surl%md
the strip is determined by the current and the shape of the sample. This field changes sign at the edges and
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along the central line where
thus BX=O and the
maximum gradient dB#dx
is formed. Zigzag domain
walls in the indicator film
placed on the superconductor
stay around lines Iix=O. By
adding moderate extemrd
field Hx~,, which does not
destroy the critical state, one
can move the domain
boundary against the field
grrdent in acconhnce with
the relation Bx(x)+Bx*, =0
and thus measure the local
Bx(x) value. The result fir
Bx(x) consistent with Bz(x)
within the flames of model
J(x) fit is shown in Fig.4a.
Same technique was latter
used for studying in-plane
field component in the
Meissner state d
perpendicularly magnetkd
BSCCO crystal [129].

Fig.4 (a)-Normal (Bz) and tangential (Bx) field urofiles in a film striu with trapped flux and @)-Piecewise
lb~ar c&rent diskbution use~to fit the data in {a)[126]; BZprofiles h a film s~p at initial rna-fietization
(c) and remagnetization [127] fitted by formulas from [93].

(c) Efects of corners and voiak Anisotropy

Recent magneto-optical studies clarified also the effect of the rectangular sample shape on the flux
patterns. Naively one would expect that the tint of field penetration should have a shape of an inscribed
ellipsoid squeezing to the center. However, already in fmt experiments on IOW-TCsuperconductors [113]
(see also [1301), it was found that in rectangular plates the field normal to their plane penetrates fmt in the-. -.

middle of their sides formb-g an envelope-like picture.
This was explained in- terms of a - “local
demagnetization factor”, presented as a ratio of the
calculated local field to the external field in a
rectangular plate filled with a constant screening
current. Such a direct calculation showed that the field
is minimum “along bisectors of the sample comers and
maximum in the middles of the sides. These field
patterns can be easily understood by realizing that at
the bisectors the currents change their directions. The
self-field of the currents is strongly increased inside the
bends (comparethe fieldat a distanceR Mm a straight
current line, HR=i/2n~ and that in the center of a ring
of radius R, HR= i/2R) and screens the external field
most effectively. At remnance the situation inverts and
lines of maximum screening become lines of maximum
induction due to the same concentration of the field (but
now supporting the trapped flux) inside strong current
bends. Field patterns in rectangular high-Tc samples
were also observed in [70,120,121,124,131, 132] and
discussed in more details in [117,133-135]. An
example of envelope-like flux pattern of penetrating flux
in the YBCO film is shown in Fig.5.

Fig.5 Pillow-like flux penetration at normal magnetization of rectangular and square structures of an
YBCO film. Brightness of the image corresponds to the value of the normal field Hz.T=35K, H=l 70 Oe.



An important contribution to the subject was made by Brandt [89,901 who calculated the
dynamics of the flux penetration in rectangular filnM ~d conf~ed thti universality of flux creep (Xon
of time and spatial coordinates in the solution) is applicable here as in the case of long strips ~d disks. For
rectangular films the flux creep smoothes sharp turns of the currents but still the strongest screening remains
along bisectors.

At low enough temperatures, when the model of the critical state is a good approximation, cument
patterns in superconductors can be confined to a simple geometrical concept presented by Campbell and
Evetts [136]. It nicely explains many peculiarities in the flux structure associated with the shape e-
anisotropy, influence of voids and inclusions, and the role of internal boundaries in the samples. The
assumption that Jc=onst implies that the distances D between current lines representing the current density
are equal everywhere in the mixed state regions. Then in a homogeneous sample current lines all should go
parallel to sides of the cross section of the sample perpendicular to the field direction. This will produce
sharp turns of currents at bisectors of comers (Fig.6a). In films and plates in perpendicular field it will cause
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Fig.6 Geometrical models for the critical current patterns h’
rectangular samples (a), sample with a hole (b), samples with layers
of different Jc (d-g, h) (see text), and anisotropic samples (c).

the strongest screening at the lines
of sharp current turn and pillow
shaped BZ distributions as
illustrated in Fig.5. Note that
similar patterns are calculated
modeling R!Ctangldar
superconductors by the 2D network
of Josephson junctions in the
external field [137, 138]. In the bars
long in the field dwection cummt
lines following the shape of the
cross section perpendicular to H
will be lines of constant induction
independently of the current turns.

The supercurrent
distribution around voids and
nonsuperconducting inclusions
suggested in [136] is shown in
Fig.6b. In flat samples this will
produce the suppression of the field
along current kink lines and cause
balloon-like flux patterns (with
boundaries of balloons at these
lines). Thk picture is observed in

large fields. However in sufficiently small fields the flux does not come to the void from the edge as is
supposed in Fig.6b but is generated there ahead of the penetration front due to the local field increase caused

‘“Fdm edge ~ ,:. “c=

(a) (b)
Fig.7 (a) “8’’-like flux patterns with field Up (O,bright) and field
Down (0, dark) lobes at small holes in a perpendicularly
magnetized YBCO film (T=50K, H=425 C)e). (b) Scheme &
formation of the positive and negative flux lobes at the hole in the
positive applied field.

by bending of the Meissnercurrents
around the hole. This results in a
positive (with vortices parallel to
the external field) flux balloon in
the direction of flux penetration and
negative one (with antiparallel
vortices) in the opposite direction
(Fig.7). This “W’-shape pattern is
determined by the signs of the
bending of the Meissner current JM
around the void. Such a picture
appears due to increasing field
(inside the bends) and concentration
of JMat two sides of the hole. Note

that due to internal holes the
positive applied field can generate
negative induction (“par-magnetic
regions”) inside a flat
superconductor. Negative field is



also observed on the inner side of thin superconducting rings and at extended linear defects in the films.
In anisotropic samples the sharp current turns should occur at the lines on which projections cf

distances D1=l/Jcl and Dz=l/Jcz am equal (Fig.6c) (see also [139]) as follows flom current continuity. This
gives a simple geometrical method of estimating the anisotropy by measuring angles in enveIope-like flux
patterns in flat rectangular samples. As is clear flom Fig.6c, lines of maximum screening in the comers
should goat an angle a=arctg (Jx/JY).

If there is a boundary between two regions with difRerentJC the cunents make a kti at this
boundruy and on the other line which is always in the region with larger Jc as shown in Fig.6d. A1ong the
boundary Bz will be increased and at another line it will be suppressed due to the opposite signs of the
current kinks on these lines. The angle a of the current-kink line (Fig.6d) gives the ratio of currents
cos2a=k=J2/JI <1. If the boundary is inclined to the edge by an angle ~ (as in Fig.6h) : cos2a= ksin2~ -
cos~l-k2sin2~)1n. For a stripe with smaller Jc between two regions with larger Jc, there will be four limes
of current kinks (Fig.6d). They will transform into three lines for a very thin stripe or just a weak link
boundmy (Fig.6e). A more interesting case, when the current across some boundary drops but increases
along i~ will be discussed latter in comection with twin boundary effects.

In the case of a high JC stripe be~een two low JC regions the current pattern will producs
increased BZ at the boundaries between the regions and will form up to 3 lines of decmsed BZ in
dependence on the stripe width and length (Fig.6f). With decreasing width of the stripe its effect on the
current picture (Fig.6g) disappears (high JClayer just works as a shunt).

One could suggest that in rectangular plates currents always make a kink on single lines which
start in the sample comers. However, if the current across such a line allowed by the geometry is larger than
the critical current at%ordedin this direction (due to anisotropy of Jc), then the line will split into two with

-%

(b)

Fig.8 Splitting of lines of sharp current turns (compare with Fig.6a where currents in the comers turn on
one line) when Jc across them has a low value. Appropriate angular dependencies of JCam.shown on the
right.

a smaller current across each of them (see Fig.8) [141]. In this case the anisotropy of critical currents should
have some special angular dependence as shown in Fig.8. A simple elliptical angdar dependence of Jc
gives only singular current kink lines. If the anisotropy is mostly unidirectional and its axis is not along
the sample sides only those two lines will split across which JC is close to minimum. In this case the
anisotropy should also be dif!lerenttim the elliptic one (Fig.8b). Some evidence of a quasi-unidirectional
anisotropy and possible splitting of the current kink lines was observed in obliquely irradiated rectangular
DyBCO crystal [135]. Splitting of current kink lines in twimed samples is illustrated in Fig.21.

(d) Bulk rectangular samples

A more complicated task arises when one tries to reconstruct current patterns in a bulk
superconductor from distributions of the normal component of induction on its surt%cesince this problem
does not have a unique solution. In the case of long bars in parallel fields critical state models seem to be a
good approach. For long bars of arbitrary cross section in perpendicular fields dynamical calculations of the
development of the critical state were presented recently by Brandt [111]. These numerical calculations
reveal the noneliptical shape of the tiont of the penetrating flux which separates the Meissner region with
zero current tim the mixed state region carrying Jc. The problem simplifies substantially in the case cf
Perpendicularly magnetized long rectangular bars in the total critical state when two halves of the sample
are filled with opposite critical currents. Assuming Jc=const a straightforward calculation using the Biot-
Savart formula gives the dipole type field distribution (see e.g. [142] and Fig.25c).

!



With increasing the thickness of a bar along the field directionone h= to gradually transit from
the case of thin plates in perpendicular field (with concen~ion of the field at the edges and increasing
gradients of E3zin the center and at the edges) to the case of plates in parallel field (with a liiear changes ~
Bz(x) if Jc does not depend on the field, and a constant field outside). Magneto-optical observations of the
remnant state in a Nb bar [142] and studies of flux profiles in melt processed YBCO bars [143] coniinn
such a conclusion. The analysis of the field distributions near the edges of magnetized bars [143] allowed
also to confm that the penetrating flux tlont is not an inscribed ellipsoid but has more sharp shape in
accordance with [111].

Eflects of grain boundaries

Grain boundaries disturb the symmetry and the value of supercurrent and can result in the
formation of week links which decrease the current canying ability of the sample or, on the contrary,
introduce additional piming and increase Jc. In low-Tc materials grain boundaries were mostly considered
as a mechanism of increasing pinning ([136], p. 177). However in high-Tc superconductors most
experiments showed their weak link behavior (see review [144]). The values of JCof bulk polycrystalline
HTS are smaller by orders of magnitudes (and with worse temperature and field dependencies) than those tf
single crystals. Thus the effects of grain boundaries are a crucial point limiting bulk applications of HTS.
On the other side their weak link behavior is promising for Josephson electronic devices.

It is worth noting that due to their extremely shoti coherence length (~ is of the order of the
crystal lattice pmuneter) the superconducting properties of high-Tc materials axe very sensitive to
inhomogeneities on the same scale. Therefore, effkcts of “grainboundaries should depend on fine details d
their structure (local stoichiometry, meandering and faceting, precipitates, etc.) which in HTS are easily
changed depending on the composition and conditions of sample prepamtion and processing. By now the
most consistent investigations of these effkcts were pefiormed in epitaxial films grown on bicrystal
substrates with controlled misorientation angles a [144-150].

The main result of transport measurements in bicrystalline films is that already small
disorientation angles a< 10° strongly suppress currents across both tilt and twist boundaries with the e-
axis [1471 or ah-axes [146] turned in neighboring grains. However, as recent studies showed (see [153] and
ref=nces therein) these boundaries are not simply planes but can have a rather complicated meandering
structure which should introduce more factors in the moblem than iust the disorientation ruu?le.

m
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‘A direct magneto-optic~ proof of the

9

weak link character ;f tilt bound&ies in thin
films of YBCO was presented in [150]. Flux
imaging was accompanied by transport
measurements on the same boundaries in the
range of a tlom 2° to 15°, which confirmed
above results of [146,147]. Fig.9 tbm [150]
shows penetration of the normal field near 5° and
10° boundaries perpendicular to film edges.
Enhanced flux entry along the boundaries and
pillow-like penetration from the edges near the
boundaries are typical fw weak links. Such
patterns can be described using above 2D
geometrical model of sharp current turns near the
thin layer with lower JC(see schemes in Fig. 10).
As follows from Fig.9b 10° boundary practically
cuts the sample into two parts with screening
currents circulating inside each of them. In this
case the concentration of BZ at the boundary
should be Nice larger than that on the edges (f
the sample (due to contribution of currents on
two sides of the defa) which can be an
additional factor suppressing the current across
the boundary. The strong reduction of the
boundary current is revealed the by positions d
maximum screening lines starting at the ends d

Fig.9 Penetration of the flux along 5° (left cohmm,a-200, b400, and c-720 Oe) and 10° (right column, rt
240, b-480, c-800 Oe) grain boundaries in YBCO films grown on bicrystal substrates (km [150]).
T=7K. Corresponding current patterns are shown in Fig.10.
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Fig. 10 Current schemes for 5° (lefi) and 10° (right)
boundaries illustrated in Fig.9.

the boundary and going along bisectors cf
right angles (at 45”). It is similar to
positions of current kink lines in the comers
of a rectangular film. For the 5“ IMundray
these lines goat an angle a #45 0. From t.hk
angle the ratio of the critical current density
across the boundary JB to the bulk critical
cument Jc can be determined as discussed
above. The experiment showed that ti
misorientation angles up to 7° JB is reduced

but still compamble with JC whereas at
higher angles JB drops fret. An interesting
result of [150] is that with incxtmsing

temperature JBdecreases slower than the bulk Jc. Also, JB(T) for the T’ boundary drops slower than that fi
5° boundq. TMs was attributed to the modeI of a low-angle grain boundary being a regular set of edge
dislocations the density of which is increasing fbr larger misonentations. Pinning on these dislocations
(with possibly suppressed Tc around their cores) can become more efficient at higher T and improve the
boundary to bulk current ratio. To confm such a suggestion both the structure of grain boundaries and
mechanisms of pinning on them need more detailed studies. Also important seem to be studies of the
specific mechanisms of the carrier transport across the grain boundaries with the suppressed order parameter
[151, 152].

In bulk bicrystals produced by spontaneous intergrowth of single crystals and in ceramical and
melt processed materials the structure of grain boundaries is less controlled than in films. Their
superconducting properties cart be inhomogeneous even along the same boundary, which was observed in
[154-156]. Nevertheless, the experiment in [155] performed on YBCO polycrystals composed of many
intergrown crystals with nearly the same c-axes and ab-misorientation iiom -2 to -40° confirmed the
general conclusion made for thin films. Grain boundaries were shown to serve as channels for the flux entry
and exit and their critical current was strongly suppressed at ct larger than -7°. However, low angle (2° to
49 grain boundaries (especially at larger temperatures) revealed their pinning behavior. Similar effkcts wtze
observed on a grain boundary in BSCCO with 7° misorientation of c-axes in the grains [157]. Transport
measurements [158-160] revealed that even large angle boundaries in some cases are not weak links but
effective pinniig centers.

In melt processed (MP) high-Tc superconductors [161], considered as the most promising
materials for bulk applications, special boundaries appear to be crucial fbr their operation. It is established
by now that a dramatic increase of critical currents in the bulk of MP samples is associated with the
appearance of211 precipitates (and the formation of specific twin, dislocation, and stacking fault structures
around them) during the recrystallization process. An additional important fhctor is that in these samples
large weak link tie areas (structure domains) composed of thin crystallite with a mutual c-axis are formed.
However, all these advantages can be destroyed by strong reduction of currents at the boundaries between
domains with different orientations of the c-axis.

First magneto-optical studies of MP materials wexe concentrated on flux patterns inside the
domains [64,162-164]. They “revealed some effii of cracks and secondary phases between crystallite
forming the domains in YBCO and estimated the anisotropy of currents along c and ah-directions.

Surprisingly, this anisotropy turned out to be less than that in

6- YBCO single crystals in spite of the fact that cracks and
secondary phases act as additional obstacles fm c-currents. This

5-
was associatedwith the shape of currentpaths in MP materials,

o which go around numerous defects in any direction and as a
%“ 4-

0 result always have both c and ab- segments [143]. Fig. 11 shows
a:. the temperature dependence of the anisotropy of critical curmtts

o

3- 0
in MP YBCO. The anisotropy increases towards TC unlike in

0-000 0000
0 YBCO single crystals where it was reported to drop with T

2- [165]. A possible reason for that could be the temperature
suppression of strong coupling at the ah-boundaries between

13
0 30

crystallite in domains and corresponding reduction of c-currents
ao So across them.

T(K)

Fizl 1 Temperature dependence of anisotro~v of critical currents in melt mocessed YBCO H431.
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m samples with several domains showed
predominantly weak link behavior cf
their boundaries [143,156, 166]. A

‘Lb typical picture is shown in Fig. 12.
The flux easily entem along the

Fig. 12 MO images of penetration and trapping of the normal field boundaries at application of the field

on narrow and wide faces of a melt processed YBCO bar ‘d ‘Bt ‘scaWs %’m ‘ie ‘mples ?
(0.4x lx10mm) (sketched in the bottom) [143]. The intensity cf the same bounties when the field

the images corresponds to the local field value. (a) and (b) H=935 decreases. Also one can see difkrent

Oe, (c) and (d) H=O after application of 1170 Oe, T=16K. (e) and depth of flux penetration in separate

(~ H=Oafter field cooling in 1170 Oe to 16K. (g) and (h)- same domains due to different orientation cf

afler cooling to 70K. Different depths of flux entry and exit their c-axes with respect to the field.

correspond to different JC values in domains. An easy flux The application of transport current

penetration and exit along the domain boundaries indicates to their revealed the bending of current paths

small current carrying ability. around the boundaries testi~ing again
to the reduction of the current densitv

across them [166]. However, it was also noted that the boundaries can contain well conducting bridg~
[156,167]. As for the dependence on the misorientation angle both magneto-optical [143,166] and transport
experiments [167] revealed decreasing boundary currents upon increasing ct with about the same limiting
value of et-l 0° when the current drop becomes essential.

Efects of twin boundaries

Twin boundaries can be considered as a special type of coherent grain boundary. Generally their
eilxts are msociated with perturbations of the order parameter at the twinning planes, which can locally
change TC and cause either pinning of vortices or formation of weak links. This problem was raised by
studies of 10W-TCmaterials where twins were produced by mechanical deformation (see refs. in [168]). A&r
the appeamnce of the fmt 123 samples it was suggested that they have suppressed TC on the twin
boundaries [169]. This could explain some weak link f~ observed in YBCO crystals by their natural
twinning occuring at the transition from the high temperature tetrahedral to the low tempemtm
orthorhombic phase. However, as was suggested in [168] and [170], TC can on the contrary increase at the
twin boundaries, thus making them enhanced superconducting planes. Since that time the eflii of twins
on the superconducting properties of 123 HTS has been intensely studied in numerous experimental and
theoretical works. The question was simplified to two opposite assertions (while each could get a support
in different experimental observations): twin boundaries can be (1)-weak channels for easy vortex penetration



or (2)-strong planes impeding flux motion. Below it will be shown that in realiw both effixts are presen~
resulting in a local anisotropy of JC at the twinning planes (currents across the bowdw ~ R&cd but
enhanced along it) and in a specific curvature of current lines.

For a more detailed theoretical discussion about the nature of the pinning potential at twin
boundaries we refer to [171-173]. Note that special effects are expected due to the symmetry (d, s or mixed)
of pairing in high-Tc superconductors. These ef- could produce phase shifts and result in spontaneous
flux generation [174] and formation of bound states and local cuments along the twin boundary [175,176].
Actually these effects will also contribute to pinning.

Effects of twin boundaries were detected from the very beginning of studies on Y123. Macroscopic
magnetization (e.g. [139, 177, 178-184]), transport [180, 185-191], and torque [192-194] studies which
have been performed (and continue to be conducted) on twinned 1-2-3 crystals, films, and bulk samples
showed that twin boundaries can work as effective pinning centers. Their contribution to the critical current
increased with temperature, and close to TC could become dominating. However, at lower temperatures
interactions of vortices and twins were not so obvious. E.g. authors of [139], who extracted dMerent
components of Jc f.bm magnetization measurements using the anisotropic Bean model, decided that their
contribution at 30K is insignificant. An unexpected result was obtained in [178] where M(H) curves fix
different field orientations measured at 10K in nearly cubical shaped YBCO crystal with predominantly one
twin direction. Jc fw vortices perpendicular to twinning planes turned out to be slightly larger than h
vortices parallel to the planes. This could be due to maximum pinning for vortices normal to the
boundaries. At the same time transport experiments [185, 187,188] unambiguously showed that close to
Tc twin boundaries most effectively impede the flux motion (even if this motion is along the twinning
planes) when the field (rotating in the ah-plane or out of it) is parallel to them. It was found (as also in
torque experiments [192]) that a ve~ small misalignment, strongly reduces pinning. This was an
indication of lock-in of vortices at twin boundaries. The lock-in was explained [195,196] by the decmse &
energy of vortices at the twin boundaries, so that below some critical angle between the field and tw~mg
planes vortices stay pinned in them. With increasing field angle vortices take on a staircase shape with
segments trapped in the boundaries, and at larger angles they uncouple from the twinniig planes and align
with the field. The lock-in transitions will be dkcussed in more detail below. Later transport experiments
[197-201] and Seebeck etlkcl measurements [202] (where motion of vortices is induced by thermal
gradients) confm strong effects of twin boundaries when the field is aligned with them.

Evidence of pinning by twin boundaries was obtained in decoration experiments [28,203], where,
after cooling in small fields down to helium temperatures, vortices were found to be concentrated on the
twinning planes. This was an indication of the attractive potential of the latter. However, there was still the
question: Are twin boundaries channels for flux motion or just attractive pinning planes? Actually,
depending on the field and temperature, diffkrent effects can be expected. As recent magnetization
measurements show [184,204-209], at lower and larger fields twin boundaries increase JCin a wide range cf
temperatures. However, they suppress the current in the region of the peak effe@ where JC in untwinned
samples is increased due to synchronization on random point defects. Sharp angular dependencies of Jc,
showing a maximum or minimum when the field is along twinning planes, and the absence of such f-
in untwinned cxystals were ascribed to stronger trapping or channeling of vortices locked in the boundaries,
respectively. Similar results are obtained in recent transport experiments [191]. A reasonable explanation
[209] is based on the collective pinning theory [210]. It suggests that in the bulk of twin domains pinning
is dominated by point defects. This can cause dimensional crossover from a low field 2D pinning (when the
flux line lattice is more rigid and is correlated along the field) to a higher field 3D pinning (when the lattice
tilt modulus softens for short wavelength perturbations due to the dispersion of c.i.@) and vortices adjust
themselves to random pinning points). As a result JC increases. Twin boundaries contribute to the 2D
pinning and increase JCat smaller fields. However, at larger fields they provide correlation of vortices along
their planes and thus suppress 2D to 3D crossover. Then JC reduces if the transverse correlation radius Rc,
determined by interactions with point defects in direction normal to twin boundaries, is larger than the twin
width d. At even larger field RC becomes less than d, so twins do not induce correlation in the entire
crystal. Their contribution is simply added to that due to point disorder and increases Jc. With increasing
temperature the pinning by point defwts drops ve~ fast and the contribution due to twin boundaries
becomes dominant ([196], p.1321).

The latter conclusion was proved by measurements of flux gradients in a half-twinned YBCO
crystal [211] (Fig. 13). Values of Jc(T) in twinned and untwinned regions, obtained by numerical fitting cf
measured Bz(x) profiles (with the field distribution in the plate having the same cross section as the sample
but taken infinite in the current direction to simplifi calculations), = shown in Fig. 13. The dif%rence



between two curves reveals that the contribution to Jc due to twin boundaries definitely shows itself at
D30K. It increases with temperature and reaches maximum around 80K.

Fig. 13 Temperature dependencies of JC in twinned and untwinned areas (Iefi, insert shows difl%mce &
curves) retrieved i20m induction profiles (middle) in half-twinned half-untwinned YBCO crystal
(410x410~m) shown on the right [21 1].

A direct picture of the flux behavior near twin boundaries, elucidating their role in penetration and
trapping of the magnetic flux, was observed magneto-opticalIy. Bubble domain fiIrns were used to visualize
the low frequency field penetration into the YBCO crystal with &v twin boundaries [66]. It was nmaled
that the field penetrates much fwther along twin boundaries, which was ascribed to the formation cf
channels for the easy flux entry at twinning planes. (The fhct that the efkct was most pronounced only at
some of the boundaries (see also [212]) can be referred to the irregular shape of the studied sample resulting
in the concentration of the field at kinks of the sample edge).

Images of the Meissner flux expulsion in crystals with twinned and untwinned regions dmctly
showed that the flux is easier exiting in the twin flee regions [125] (see also Fig.22) while it is better
trapped on twins. And although in densely twinned crystrds penetration was also observed prefmntially
along the boundaries [154], it could be mfimed not to easy channeling but rather to suppression of votiex
motion across twinning planes dictating guided motion along them. Such an explanation was contirmed by
observations of flux entry and exit in YBCO crystals with well separated twin boundaries [213]. It was
found (see Fig. 14a-c) that

m
(a)

m
(b)

at increasing field the flux really penetrates along the boundaries but it is

m
(e)

(1)
400 urn

(c)

Fig. 14 (a-c) Flux entrv in

concentrated on their outer side (facing the
edge and the flux penetration front). On the
inner side (facing the center of the sample)
the flux density is lower than in the bulk
(shadow effkct).The picture is inverted (the
flux is concentrated on inner and decreases at
outer side of twin boundaries) at decreasing
field (Fig. 14 e-f). Profiles of Bz(x) taken
across the boundaries showed the
corresponding maximum and minimum of
the normal field on either side of the
boundary (Fig. 15) due to increased cument
along twinning planes. The schematic cf
current flow around twin boundaries is
shown in Fig. 16a. Here the current density
along the boundary, J//, is larger and across
it, Ji, is smaller than in the bulk. It is clear
that in this case the efkct of pinning tbr
transverse flux motion across the boundary
results in guided flux propulsion along it.
Important is a specific curvature of current
lines, which assists an advanced penelzation
of the flux on the right of the boundary.

an YBCO crystal with individual twin boundaries (shown in (d)) at 60K and
H~40, 75, ad 110 Oe~(e) and (~ flux distributions at increasing and decreasing field (H=55”Oe, T=73K)
[213].



E
80 + Fig. 15 Induction profiles across twin boundaries in Fig. 14 at increasing (top

~1 curve, 73 Oe) and afler switching off the field (bottom). T=60K. Positions &

60~aj ~ twin boundaries are marked by arrows [213].
,.a.

40: Numerical simulations [214] of the two dimensional vortex dynamics in
u!. the grid of random pinning containing also lines imitating twin boundaries
’20 i prove guided motion of vortices along them and provide quite similar

picture for currents distributions (Fig. 16b). Here the boundaries wete
Oi I modeled by wide (-1) parabolic attractive wells of strength fm > h (G -

+;
-20 i pinningforce in the bulk) where the bottom was modulated with a smaller

100
x,&m

300 pinning amplitude fw< G corresponding to smaller currents across the
boundary.The effect of guided motion of vortices along the twinning plane
is also confirmed by simulations of the time dependent Gituburg-Landau
equation [215].

A dHerence in the ef%cts due

E

[b) .
to increased current along the boundary
(stronger pinning for vortex motion
across it) and decreased current across it
(probably due to weak link behavior cf* —
twin boundaries in YBCO) was
revealed [216] in a crystal with edges

~.
cut perpendicular and parallel to well

x separated twin boundaries as shown in
Fig.17. In the field along the c-axis the

Fig. 16 (a) Scheme of currents suggested for explanation of flame like patterns of enhanced flux
flux patterns at twin boundaries in Fig. 14 [213] and (b) results penetration along the twinning planes
of modelling vortex behavior at an easy vortex motion channel were observed (as in the case of grain
from [214]. boundaries). They can be explained by

the geometrical model shown in
Fig.6e. In contrast, for vortices moving transverse to the twin boundary (near the letl edge of the sample in
Fig. 17c) the boundary constitutes an effective barrier. This is evidenced by the shadow etkt on the right
side of the TB (Fig. 17c) for penetrating and on the left side of the TB (Fig. 17d) for trapped flux. This flux
distribution indicates an enhanced critical current density J// flowing along the boundary. The strong
influence of the relative orientation between current flow and twin boundary is revealed by the f% right

Fig. 17 Flux patterns at twin boundaries perpendicular to
the edges (T=40K). Vertical sample side is 600 pm [210].

boundary in Fig.17c which intersects &e
crystal edge at the bottom under 90° and at
the top under 45°. Whereas at the bottom the
flame shaped pattern indicative for weak
links is forme~ at the top a barrier eflkct
indicating enhanced currents is observed.
This pronounced anisotropy between the
transverse and longitudinal critical current
densities at a TB may explain some
surprising f-s in the flux distribution
near the TBs as shown in high magnification
in Fig. 18b. According to Fig.6e it is
expected that the lines of current kinks
corresponding to maximum screening (i.e.,
dark contrast) are straight lines starting at the
intersection of the TB and the sample edge.
However, the image in Fig. 18b indicates
that the current kink lines run (within the
resolution of the image) essentially parallel
to the TB. This arises due to the high
values of Jllnear the TB. The corresponding
schematic of the current flow pattern is
shown in Fig. 18a. This model -ived

microscopic confirmation in high-resolution
STM studies of vortex structures around a
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Figl 8 Scheme of currents around a twin bouridary
normal to the edge. Current kinks (dark lines of
stronger screening in the MO image (b)) are close to
boundaries near the sample edge due to increased current
along the boundaries.

twin boundary in YBCO P 171, which showed
that the current along the bounday approaches
the theoretical depamng current.

Recently field distributions in
rectangular plates with narrow channels going

at 4S0and parallel to the edges wem calculated
using 2D Josephson junction net formalism
[218]. Patterns qualitatively similar to above
discussed flux peculiarities at twin boundaries
we~ obtained. However, such an
approximation, accounting only for the
decrease of current in the channels, did not
allow to reproduce the shadow et%ct observed
in the experiment.

The anisotropy of JC introduced by
the TBs can be seen easily in samples
containing only one direction of twins such as
shown in Fig. 19a. According to Fig.6c the
anisotropy ratio of averaged currents km= JtJWI
J,av can be directlv determined ilom the
g~ometry of the curr~nt kink lines as revealed

in the flux images (Fig. 19b,c). The field and temperature dependencies of this anisotropy are shown in
Fig.20.

Fig. 19 Tilting of current kink lines from di~gonals in ~he angles of a squre YBCO crystal due to the
anisotropy of Jc induced by twin boundaries. (b)-penetration and (c)-trapped flux patterns.
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Fig.20 Temperature(a) and field
(b) dependencies of the aniso-
tropy due to twin boundaries.

An interesting ei%ct ,- 200L1.m— -—
due to the anisotropy of Jc
along and across twin
boundaries is observed when
they go at -45° to the edges
of rectangular crystals. In
this case, one set of the
current kink lines is oriented
pamllel to the TBs and the
other is Perpendicular to the

TBs. Then the situation
described in Fig.8b may

Fig21 Splitting of current kink
lines (maximum screening) going

arise if the critical current
densitv transverse to the TB.

along twins. T=60K, H=190 Oe.

J1, is”smaller than JCa/~2, ‘where Jc’ is the avemge critical cmrent
density at 45° to TBs. As a result the current kink lines parallel to
TBs will split.Fig.21 shows the observation of this effect in an Y123
crystal. The split current kink lines are marked by arrows.



Another phenomenon observed in densely twinned samples is the lock-in effa It was pticted
for regular arrays of planar defects with attractive pinning potential in [196]. A scenario of the etlkct suggests
that at small angles W3~ between the field and the defects vortices are trapwd in their planes. With
increasing @& vortices acquire zigzag shape formed by segments trapped on the clef- and those at an
angle to them so that the average induction points along the field. For the field angles larger than a

o 0/4
Hx

Fig.22 Twin structure of an YBCO crystal (a), and flux patterns
at cooling in HZ=60 Oe to 80K (b) and after successive
application of the in-plane field at 45° to the bottom side (c)
[219]. Brightness in (b-c) corresponds to B.zvalue.
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Fig.23 (a) Change of Bz in the spot marked by circle in Fig.22b
at increasing Hx. (b) Pinning energy extracted tlom the lock-in
angle [219].

depinning angle $D vorti;es totally
decouple from the def~ and follow
the field direction. The chmcte&dc
angles & ,f)t) are determined &an
the interplay of the increased vortex
line energy and the &crease of the
energy due to pinning of the happed
segments. T12isallows to extract the
pinning potential fhm experimental
field angles at which sharp changes
in the flux behavior occur. In the
magneto-optic study [219] the lock-
in was observed when vortices
trapped in the twin boundaries (ai?er
cooling in an applied field along the
c-axis) were uncoupled from the TBs
by tilting the field. It was nwe.sled
that at strong enough in-plane fields
normal to the boundaries vortices
suddenly moved from a twinned mea
of the sample (marked by the circle
in Fig.22b) into the untwinned

comer (bottom left). In this corner
vortices were mostly expelled by
Meissner currents during field
cooling. Changes of the flux density
in the comer at increasing the in-
plane field value (equal to increasing
tilt angle of the total field Hz+Hx
with respect to the TB planes) is
shown in Fig.23. A sharp change in
Bz(Hx) reveals the angle
O=arctg(Hx/Hz) of the lock-in.
Measurements of % allowed to

extract the pinning potential of the
twin boundaries using the relation
[195,196]: UP=0.5E(6L.HiHc,)2 whae
E is the vortex line enerm’ and HCI is

the fmt critical field along the c-axis. The resulting UP(T) is shown in Fig.23b. Evidence ~ the lock-in
transition was presented also in many macroscopic experiments (e.g. [185, 187-189,207,220]).

Remagnetization processes. Unusualjlw structures

In this Section results of magneto-optical studies of flux structures during remagnetization of high-
TCsuperconductors in unidirectional and rotating fields are presented. They show that flux distributions ate
considerably different flom what one would expect based on traditional critical state models. The models
developed for infinite plates or cylinders assume that vortices are straight lines parallel to the field. They
enter the sample at increasing field and exit at decreasing H in the direction normal to H. Inside the
material they form flux line density gradients determined by the critical current dB/dr=Jc. However, real
samples are always finite and as a result vortices bend due to the self field of superconducting cuments and
can form complicated patterns which are especially pronounced in the early stages of remagnettilon.



Observations in plates in perpendicular field show that at remnance the negative flux (due to
demagnetizing fields of the trapped vortices) enters near the edges and forms a peculiar configuration.
Images and profiles of Bz measured across the samples (see Fig. 24) nweal that just at the boundary Bz=O

k
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Fil3.24 Formation of Meissner holes (dark lines with bright contrast on the sides) at remagnetization (f
an YBCO crystal. Observations on basal ((a) to (c)) and end (d-e) faces. At remanence Meissner hole is
near the edges ((a) and (d)) and moves towards the center with increasing negative field ((b-c) and (e)).
Right hand panel shows measured induction profile and fitting B.z(X) curve calculated using 3-wire
model for the Meissner hole [226].

the density of both negative and positive polarities of the flux increases. As shown schematically in Fig.25
vortices form closed loops which tend to shrink due to the line tension force which ~oints to the center d

Fig.25 Schemes of closure of vortices into loops at the

remagnetintion ffont (a) and current patterns around the Meissner
hole (b). Calculated field lines in a long superconducting plate
(length is 1 to the picture) at reduction of normal field (c) [226].

.
curvature and is inversely
proportional to the radius,
FLT=a/R. III isotropic materials
a is a vortex line energ e
=@OBCI/KO. The formation cf
loops starts at the edge as is
illustrated by the calculated field
lines (Fig.25) and experimental
flux patterns observed on the
end f%ceof an YBCO crystal at
reduction of the field (Fig.24d).
At some radius RC the Iine
tension becomes larger than the
pinning fcme FP=@Jc,

opposing it. As a result all
loops with smaller radii,

Re~=cr/FP= B@oJc, collapse

and form a flux tke cylinder
(Fig.25). Such a “Meissner
hole” was first considered by
Koppe [221] and Evetts and
Campbell [222] for a cunent

carrying superconducting rod. Important is that at the surfiace of the cylinder separating Meissner and vortex
phases, there is a strong magnetization current with a density JM-BcJ2.w (see [223]). It gives a
contribution to the current along the cylinder (IM-21C&k JM=27c(Bc1/~)2/Jc) which is twice larger than the
lack of the critical current inside it (AIfi&2Jc=z(Bcl/~)2/Jc). As a result the total current in the cylinder
will be larger than in the same volume around it. This “excess” current along the remagnetization fiunt
(which is now not a flat boundary but a cylinder surrounded by closed flux lines) attracts vortices or in



other terms producelocal increaseof the inductiondue to its self-field.It is similar to the field distribution
arounda singlecurrentcartyingwire,which can be used for fitting measured BZprofilesat the front.

In stronglyanisotropiccuprates, the line tension is the fiction of the vortex angle with tie ab-
plane O [224] :

0(e)=8(e)+d2dde2

Here E(())=&okoln~~~) with eO=@02/47r@2and ~=(#cos29+sh2t3)1n [196] with the anisotropy ratio &
<electron masses K ‘m,timc (K-1/5-l/7 for YBCO) and the Ginsburg-Landau parameter M< ( -50 h

YBCO). Thus

O(e)=G [(Ic7~3)ln(lf~~) - (1-P) ~’c0s2e]

For vortex segments in the ah-plane (9=0) the line tension will be Csb=(~K)[ln(M~K)-l+#] and h
segments along the c-axis (9=n/2) C,=EO{l+@n(l@-1]).

Pinning forces are also different for differently oriented vortices. They are maximum for vortices in
the ah-plane and minimum for c-vortices. E.g. in YBCO kP=FP.5P,. -3 to 4 [225]. Thus the vortex 100P
should have an elliptic shape with two different radii of curvature (Ri~i/ Fp,i). For YBCO one estimates
values of R,~R, ‘~ab /o,kP ranging tbm 5.1 (for K=l/5 and kp=l) to 10.7 (for e 1/7 and kp=3).In this
estimate extreme combinations of K and kPare chosen to show a possible ran e of curvatures. Note that

Fradii of curvature immediately give the shape of the ellipse as (x/a)2+(zh) =1 with a=(R.b2R)1n and
b=(RabR,2)iD. So the Meissner cylinder enclosing the B=O line has an elliptic cross section. In this case
estimates of the total magnetization current along the surhce of the cylinder (accounting fm difllenmtJMI&
ab- and c-segments of the vortex loops) give a value which is insufficient fm fitting the peculiarities of flux
profiles at the remagnetization front [226]. It was shown that increased Jc in the regions of ab- segments cf
vortex loops around the Meissner cylinder could explain the measured profiles.

Unexpectedly, the Meissner hole structure was also found to appear during remagnetization of thin
plates of YBCO in parallel fields. This case is accepted as the most suitable fw the Bean model treatment.

Fig.26 In-plane remagnetization of an YBCO
crystal. (a) and (b) field distributions at increasing
and decreasing ~Xv (d) formation of the Meissner
hole at negative field [229]. Sample is 625x760
pm.

However, as one can see in Fig.26, during
remagnetizationby small negative fields vofiices in
the middleof the wide ah-face bend strongly and fm
the Meissner hole structure. Note that in both, normal
and in-plane fields, Meissner holes are strongly
wiggling which indicates their bending instability.
This instability seems to have the same nature as the
instability of plasmas discharge in magnetic fields
known as the pinch effect (see e.g. [227]).

Meissner hole structures form also during
rotation of the field in the plane of the plates
[228,229]. Fig.27 shows successive flux patterns
during rotation of the field in the plane of a
rectangular YBCO crystal. Characteristic excess
current line f-s are revealed when the field turns
by -50° ftom the initial direction. As explained in
Fig.28 the formation of Meissner holes in this case is
due to upward bending of vortex ends (these ends aR
first tilted downwards during the application of the
field) and their closure around B=O lines near the
edges. This happens on top and bottom surfaces cf

the plates. Analysis of positions of the Meissner holes
afier opposite rotations of the field [228,229] shows
that on both surfaces they go approximately parallel
but the duections of currents in them are opposite (as
if their ends are connected through the thickness).
This can be considered as long excess current loops
formed by Meissner holes, which embrace the sample.
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Fig.27 Flux patterns at in-plane rotating field (directions of H are shown by arrows). Meissner holes
appearat rotationby 250° (d-f) and decay at larger angles (h). At further rotation similar process repeats
at other edges.(g-h) decay of Meissner holes. (i-j) turbulent structures formed during rotation. (k-1)
mirror symmetry of structures formed at opposite directions of rotation. Sample size is 625x760 Bm.

Atapplication of the field

At rotation of the fieId in the plane

Fig.28 Scheme of flux line bending at
rotaion of the field in the horizontal
plane normal to the picture.

Induction profiles Bz(x) measured across the
Meissner holes show extremely sharp wings (Fig.29). The
modeling of these profiles and the determination of the
excess currents flowing along the Meissner hole are described
in [229].

The universality of strong vortex curvature resulting
in the formation of Meissner holes in difkent
remagnetization geometries is confined by observations d
field patterns on the end Ewes of YBCO crystals during
rotation of the field in the end fhce plane. Fig.30 shows
images of the flux structure at different orientations of the
field, which reveal the appearance of a line with increased
opposite BZ components adjacent to it (Fig.30e). It appears
when the field turns by a-1 80° and is similar to the picttm
observed in a unidirectional field normal to the basal plane
(Fig.24d). The structure in Fig.30e is more stable than the
wiggling Meissner hole in Fig.24d. However, it can be split
into two pruts by rocking the field around a-1 80° (Fig.30Q
and a picture topologically similar to that observed after
rotation of the field in the ah-plane (Fig.27f) is obtained.

The formation of Meissner holes has an important consequence for fie behafior of superconductors
in strong AC fields. It was observed [226] that meandering segments of the remagnetization front can close
into separate current loops. The latter enclose vortex bundles of one or another polarity which dritl in the
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Fig.29 Induction profile measured across the
Meissner hole in Fig.27f and fitting curve
(smooth) simulating MH by 3 wires (see
scheme) [229].

bulk forming a specific dynamic domain
structure. This is illustrated in Fig.31 for AC
fields along the c and ah-axes. In the case when
an ab -oriented DC field is applied in addition
to the AC field along the c-axis straight lines cf
excess current, showing the same contrast as

Meissner holes, were revealed to form and drift
inside the crystal [230].

Unusual structures are observed also
[229] at the decay of Meissner holes in rotating
fields as illustrated in Fig.32. All these
structures corresponding to macroturbulent
curnmt patterns can cause increased dissipation
and instabilities of the macroscopic response of
the sample.

Fig.30 Rotationof the field in the end faceplane.
Arrowsshow fielddirections.Meissnerhole is
revealed in (e). It splits into two parts at rocking
the field (comparewith Fig.27f).[229].

Fig.32 Current schemes for
macroturbulent structures formed in
rotating fields (see Fig.27i-j)

Fig.31 Structures formed at normal (a) ana m-plane (b-
C) AC fields. Neighboring bright domains in (a) =
magnetized in opposite directions (up and down). Even
in in-plane fields (b-c) normally magnetized domains
(bright and dark) appear.

Above results show that in any finite superconductor, independently of the sample geometry
(except the case of thin films) and field orientation, the remagnetization in unidirectional and rotating fields
proceeds by bending and shrinking of closed induction lines. There are always conditions during the
remagnetization cycle when vortices close into small loops which then collapse and form flux ties Meissner
holes. The increased local current along the Meissner holes can be noticeably larger than in surrounding
regions and induce the formation of unusual current and flux structures. This picture is diffenmt from a
traditional scenario where remagnetization proceeds by escape and entry of straight vortex segments.



Peak eflect in strongfy anisotropic HTSC

The Peak effect is the appearance of a second maximum in the magnetization c~es at fields well
above the penetration field. This phenomenon was found long ago in low-Tc superconductors (see [136]). It
was explained either by field driven pinning (particles of a weakly superconducting second phase at higher
fields become normal and trap vortices) or by matching or synchronization (vortex positions are tuned to a
characteristic scale of the defect structure at the peak field), The concept of syncbronimtion WZUS’also used in
the treatment of the effkctwithin the collective pinning theory [231] which suggested pfiing-mediated
renornmkation of the vortex lattice shear modulus in fields of the peak. So the peak eflkct was basically
associated with peculiar &fect structure of the material which describedqualitativelythe nonmonotonous
M(H)curvesbut did not have a dwectexperimentalproof.

l%e Peak efkct was also found in practicallyall high-Tc superconductors.It was reported fw TI
[232-238], Bi [233,239-251, 11, 236, 50,51], Y and other 123 materials ([252-260,194,204,220], La
[261], NdCe [262,263], PrCe [264], and Hg [50] cuprates. In some cases the old ideas of the field driven
pinning (as in [252,253,261] where the field suppression of superconductivity in oxygen deficient phases
was suggested), and matching (on a Rgular dislocation net as was proposed in [242,236]) wtm used to
explain it. However, in some layered HTSS the peak effect is very sharp (as e.g. in BSCCO) and can’t be
simply retimed to features of the defect structure. Instead there are indications that it is associated with
transformations in the vortex state. Recent treatments of the peak clikct include the change in
dmensionality of vortex fluctuations (3D-2D crossover [264], see [1 1,242243,235]), decoupling of vortex
lines into pancakes (due to the break of phase coherence between the planes [265]), melting in a 3D lattice
[237], or transition to a decoupled pancake solid [247].
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Fig.33 Magnetization loops and
characteristic fields (top) inT12201 [266].
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Fig.34 M(H) loop for Bi2212 a t 25K.

Magneto-optical studies in combination with
SQUID measurements of M(H) curves [266] allowed to
observe the picture of current changes responsible for the
increase of magnetization in T12201 and Bi2212 cqwtals.
Based on these observations the mechanism of the peak
efi%ct was associated with a phase transition between
ordered and disordered vortex solids [267]. It was shown
that the onset of the peak eflkzt is due to the sharp increase
in the flux density slope, i.e. increased bulk curren$ which
appears near the edges and advances towards the center cf
the sample. At decreasing field the high current am
squeezes flom the edges and disappears in the center, The
onset field Hoi at which the high current phase nucleates
and the peak starts forming at the M(H) curve (as also the
field of disappeamnce of the phase HDd) is temperature
independent as illustrated in Fig.33 fbr the T1 crystal.
However the fields of maximum of M(H) (Hmiand Hmd tbr
ascending and descending branches respectively) decreases

with temperature (Fig.33).
The peculiarities of flux distributions occuring

during formation of the second peak are illustrated by flux
profiles (Fig.35) measured in a Bi2212 crystal where the
features of the peak efl%t are very sharp. The magnetization
loop for this sample is shown in Fig.34. In BSCCO the
surface current dominates over JC already at 25K and flux
profiles at small fields have a dome shape (Fig.35a). This
is well known ffom the Hole probe measurements [8268]
and MO observations [129] and is explained in terms d
the geometrical bamier [8,129,268]. At the onset field I&i
the kinks at the profiles marking the tlont of new large JC
state appear near the edges. They move to the center as
indicated by arrows in Fig.35a. In larger H the bulk current
(I%(x) slope) gradually decreases. Upon decreasing the
field, currents in the sample invert and fmt form high-Jc A-

shaped profile (Fig.35b). Then the large current am
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Fig.35 Flux profiles in Bi2212 at increasing (a) and decreasing (b) field.

(stronger B,(x) slope in the center) squeezes and disappears inside the sample. The point where it
disappears in Fig.35b (marked by arrow) is shifted to the right edge with the larger surfhce step. This is
natural because the total currents on both sides of the Bz maximum should be equal.

Above observations show that the peak effect is formed due to the stepwise change in the bulk JC
starting from the edges and moving to the center of the sample. This abrupt increase of the current and its
propagation through a moving fkont motion testifies to some phase transition in the flux structure. A
probable scenario for such a phase transition was suggested recently in [267]. In this model, extending the
concepts of [269-272] to the case of layered superconductors, a random pinning potential due to point
defects is assumed to give the same effkctas temperature in creating disorder. Instead of thermally assisted
fluctuations of vortices resulting in a change of the flux lattice state their wandering is determined by
random pinning and as a result a temperature independent transition field is expected. At small fields
vortices are in the “Bragg glass” phase where weak pinning only slightly disturbs the long-range oder d
the 3D flux line lattice. This implies that the spacing between vortices is much larger than the avemge
distance between pinning centers so that vortices can always choose a position which minimizes both
pinning and intervortex interactions. With increasing field the lattice is destroyed abruptly when a
Lindeman-liie criterion for the wandering w of the vofiex is fulfilled w(~3D) ‘cL& . Here f3D is a
characteristic field dependent length along the wiggling vortex over which it starts feeling its neighbors. At
this transition vortices loose the order but become better adjusted to pinning sites resulting in sharply
increased critical currents. In layered superconductors this picture is modified due to coupling between
pancakes in neighboring planes. There will be the simultaneous loss of alignment of pancakes in
neighboring Iayers (change of 3D to 2D case) and disordering within the layers at the same transition field
[267].

In the case of dominating magnetic coupling, that is I% >L~, which is relevant for T12201 and
Bi2212, the &ansition field is predicted to b$ [267] :

Ebis = Ct@.%2)(T.2D/UP)
Here CM=1 to 2, Tm2D=&~70is the melting temperature for a 2D layer without pinning, &o‘(@0\41ck )2
and UPis the pinning energy (UP =IOOK in T1 [235] and UP =55K in Bi [273]). Then fbr T12201 and
Bi2212 transition fields ranging from 300 to 600 G, and tlom 175 to 350 G, respectively, can be estimated.
This is in reasonable agreement with the experimental onset fields -200 G in T1 and -600 G in Bi.

The magneto-optical technique is useful not only for physical studies. It is also an indispensable
tool for nondestructive control and solution of technological problems in manufacturing superconducting
materials fw industry. Below is illustrated an example of high resolution imaging of the current flow in
BSCCO tapes [71]. Such mono- and multifhnentary composites of high-Tc Bi-2212 and Bi-2223 cuprates
imbedded in silver are considered the most promising wires for power applications. However, these material
have ve~ delicate granular structure reducing their JCand hindering their practical use. Improvement of their
current-canying capacity requires detailed understanding of correlation between their microstructure and

Imaging of transport currents in BSCCO tapes



current flow. One of the easiest approachesto study this problem is the observationof flUXpatterns in the
tapes in magnetic fields [274,275]. In this case screening currents flow in closed 100PSmd ~ concentrated
around regions of strong pinning, revealing their positions in the sample. However, trajectories of_
currents can be quite diffkmnt tivm this pattern, as they depend strongly on the propetiies of intergranti
contacts, and it is important to visualize where they go in the material..-

Fig.36 Field map due to transport current in filaments of Bi-2223
tape. SEM pickre of the fil~ents is shown on the left. Two
magnetic ‘hnagesare taken at opposite duections of the current[7 1].
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In the experiment [71] the
Bi-2223 tapes were polished
perpendicular to their main plane so
that the cross sections &
superconducting cores were shown
on the surface. Magnetic fields due to
transport currents along the tape wae
imaged on this surface as shown in
Fig.36. The corresponding profiles cf
BZacross the current carrying tape at
diffenmt temperatures are presented in
Fig.37. At T>Tc Bz(x) is nearly
linear within the whole thickness d

the silver sheath and riches di!l%ent
constant levels on the left and on the

Fig.37 Induction profiles (top) and retrieved from them current profiles (bottom) across the tape shown in
Fig.36.

Fig.38 Current map for the tape
shown in Fig.36. Bright color
corresponds to higher JC[71].

right of it. This shape corresponds to a homogeneous current
density in the tape in accordance with the calculated curve
(crosses) in Fig.37a. At temperatures slightly below Tc a large
part of the current is concentrated in superconducting cores but
still some current is flowing in the silver, which shows itself as
kinks of Bz(x) at the edges of the sheath. At fbrther decreasing
temperature the current flows in the superconducting layers only
and forms large gradients dBz/dx in the points where the current is
maximum. In the first approximation at the edge of a band of the
thickness t and width w, carrying a constant current JY ,
dBz/dx=pdY(l-thcw)/2. So if to account for the small thickness to
width ratio tiw<< 1 and to accept that the current is not strongly
changing along L one can construct a map of currents thxn the
field map as shown in Fig.38. The corresponding profiles of J~x)
are presented in Fig.37b. Comparison of current patterns with
electron microscope pictures of the same areas of the tapes showed
that the currents are concentrated in thin layers of well aligned
phase-pure Bi-2223 colonies at the boundaries of superconducting
cores and the silver matrix. However, it was revealed that particles
of second phases and other disconnections can easily exclude parts
of these layers from participation in the current transport.



If the discomects are crossing the superconducting filament the silver sheath serves m a shunt. Such
a current sharing was recently imaged in monocore tapes with cracks in [276]. The crocks w known to
appear during bending deformations, inevitably present in any applications of the tapes, md can also nucleate
at their mechanical treatment during fabrication by the powder-in tube process. Cracking and current shunting
through the silver has been shown to play an important role in microscopically measured transport
chamcteristics of HTSC composites (e.g. [277]). A treatment of the current flow within a distributed
resistance model [278,279] suggested that the current shunts into the silver along some characteristic tmnsfer
length A near the crack. The magneto-optical imaging allowed to experimentally determine the value of A.
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Fig.39 Crack in a Bi tape revealed by the flux entry (bright line in
the middle).Geometry of the experiment is shown on the right.
The image width is 3 mm. 12761.

m
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Fig.40 Magnetic fields near the crack due to a current of 21A at
30, 90 and 110K. Bright and dark correspond to positive and
negative fields. Horizontal dashed lines mark edges of the Bi core
and silver, the crack is marked by the vertical line. White arrows
show current path’s. Image width is 3 mm.[276].
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Fig.39 shows the
penetration of the external
field normal to the plane cf
the tape revealing the
position of the crack along
which the field enters the
sample (bright vertical line in
the middle of the picture).
Qualitatively, it is the same
picture as was discussed
above fbr flux entry along
groin or twin boundaries. At
30K the flux enters the crock
only at H>35 Oe indicating
that the crack does not go

through the total thickness of the tape.
Therefore, the transport current of 21A
(which is below critical at 30K) should
flow inside the superconducting core
and cause concentration of the self field
(strong contrast) along the BSCCO
edge as illustrated by Fig.39 and in the
profile of Bz@) in Fig.41a. At 110K,
which is above TC, the current flows
totally in the silver producing strong
contrasts at the edge of the sheath (see

Figs.40 and 41a). At 90K the current is
shared bthveen the superconducting
core and the silver, forming some
contrasts along both edges, which m

Fig.41 (a) Induction profiles near the edge of the current-carrying tape
at different temperatures. Sharp minima are observed at the BSCCO
edge at 30K, and at the silver edge at 110K. (b) Current in silver
along the edge of the sample. The crack is at x=O. [276]

revealed as kinks on Bz(y) in

Fig.41a. In addition, at 90K a
clear structure of magnetic flux
appear at the crack due to bending
of current lines towards the silver
as shown by arrows in Fig.40.

It is possible to
determine the value of the current
I in the silver sheath tim the
change in slope of Bz(y) at the
edge of the sheath (see insert in
Fig.41a). This change in slope at
the edge of a rectangular conductor
is proportional to I [280]: AS=kI,
where the coefficient k depends on
the dimensions of the sample. In
[276] k was found experimentally
by measuring AS fbr difRenmt
currents at T>Tc. Values of I



obtained fim the measured AS values along different lines normal to the edge “mthe vicinity of the crack aR
presented in Fig.41b for T from 77 to 90K. They show the increase of current shared into the silver at the
crack which can be fitted by the relation proposed in [278479]: I(XmkI@WA. H~ the transfw length A
depends on the silver cross section A, perimeter of the superconducting core L, and resistivities of silver
A=O.62 p~ ~d silver/BSCCO intd%ce pi : A~@A/p~L)ln. Fitting values of A%156 mm at 77K and
slightly larger mm at 85K allow to estimate the interface resistivity PF7.5x1O% cm2 (for p@O.29 IM2 cm
at 77K). At 90K the cument sharing is observed along all the length of the sample as should be when the
current exceeds the critical value for the core and above analysis is no longer applicable.

Important results about distributions of superconducting currents in BSCCO composites and
sputtered on metal tapes were also obtained by Wisconsin group using similar magneto- optical technkpes
[281- 284].

Conclusions

The magneto-optical technique invented long ago fw imaging magnetic flux patterns is now a
powerfid tool for studies and quality control in superconductors. Its high resolution and sensitivity based on
advances in the modern technology of magneto-optical materials and latest achievements in image acquisition
and processing serves fa essential progress in understanding magnetization processes in high-Tc materials.
In this paper etlkctsof extended defects(twin and grain boundaries, cracks, and sample edges) in single
crystals, films, bulk samples and tapes of HTS am reviewed. The role of the tirdte sample dimensions
resulting in formationof unusual flux and currentpatterns, which = not considered in traditional critical
state models, is emphasized. Also the peak effectmechanism in T1 and Bi cupratesbased on observed
changesof the flux structureat the peakfield is discussed.

The magneto-optical imaging is also widely used for studies of magnetic materials (see e.g.
experimentson GMR thin films [285,286])whichtopic we leave for anotherreview.
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